
19th Avenue Traffic Study: A Study in Flawed Development

The 19th Avenue Transit Study, proposes to improve traffic conditions along 19th Avenue. The 
study by the SF Metropolitan Transit Authority (SFMTA) seems more focused on money than 
public good, does not follow proper rules of transit design, shows favoritism to developers, does 
not consider how changes will affect senior citizens or the disabled, shows bias to certain 
businesses over others, provides a design that will create noise and blight in a tranquil residential 
community, and lastly, ignores more satisfactory solutions. 
 
HISTORY:
The thrust of the SFMTA plan is for the ʻMʼ streetcar to enter Parkmerced, where a new station 
would be located, partially funded by the Fortress Investment Group LLC, which would 
provide 70 million dollars. Federal funds are matched 80% by projects considered to be 
“commuter friendly.”  Unfortunately, this plan is not in the publicʼs best interest because we will 
be forced to wait 20 more years to connect to Daly City BART via the ʻMʼ streetcar. Thankfully, 
San Francisco Tomorrow has provided a serious legal challenge over the appropriateness of this 
project.1   

WHAT GOOD TRANSIT LOOKS LIKE:
Mass transit is at its best when it is in a straight line, connects two points or systems directly, and 
conjoins other lines along its route. At the request of the developer, Fortress Investment Group, 
LLC, the project has been designed to enter a residential neighborhood, Parkmerced, deviating 
from a straight line route   A more direct route  would continue along the west side of 19th 
Avenue directly to Daly City BART, traveling over the 1952 Interchange at Brotherhood Way, 
then over the 280 Highway into Daly City.  
In the SFMTA study, one of two ʻMʼ streetcar lines is proposed to service Parkmerced exclusively. 
This could have a detrimental effect on the Oceanview districtʼs fragile economy. Besides, we 
donʼt need one streetcar following another, one full of passengers, stopping for every patron, 
and an empty streetcar just behind.

SENIORS AND DISABLED IGNORED:
No medical professional or agency has reviewed the study for its impact on the physically 
impaired, seniors or seriously ill. Reducing stops requires people to walk a quarter of a mile or 
longer to new ʻMʼ streetcar stops. Also, the new location of the ʻMʼ streetcar in Parkmerced 
would eliminate a close stop at the Temple Methodist Church, where a Senior Center2 is 
located. This center provides many important services to disabled adults and seniors. Neglecting 
seniors and the disabled is not “commuter friendly.”  The 19th Avenue Traffic Study and the 
urbanization of Parkmerced are founded on requirements they have not satisfied.  2

BUSINESS BIAS: 
The plans show bias toward certain businesses and present hardships for others. They include 
no stop at Ocean Avenue, as the train crosses underground to Mercy High School and a 
Stonestown below-grade station. With the omission of this stop, Ocean Avenue businesses will 
lose customers. And the SFMTA plan envisions new businesses by SF State University, along 
with Parkmercedʼs new retail facility on Crespi Drive. Numerous existing stores on Ocean 
Avenue will lose business. SFMTA should not be picking “winners and losers.” 

CREATES BLIGHT:     
The ʻMʼ streetcar will create noise in a tranquil neighborhood, adversely effecting residents. 
Gunshots from the nearby gun club and police range already generate noise pollution. A 
streetcar in this neighborhood, climbing up a grade as currently shown and turning in a tight 
radius would add an unacceptable level of noise. Urbanizing this tranquil residential 
neighborhood with a streetcar turn-back, dead-end and station stop would be a big mistake. 



BETTER SOLUTIONS:
Each elevated solution should be explored and polled by the public individually before they are 
dismissed by the SFMTA. Neighbors also hope to avoid a protracted traffic jam from road 
closures that an underground traffic solution would take. An elevated transit solution is easier to 
construct and less expensive.  Finally, a connection to Daly City BART by the ʻMʼ streetcar has 
not been seriously studied. Only last month they corrected an error in their proposed route of the 
ʻMʼ streetcar that would have been blocked by three towers on the way to Daly City BART. This 
station serves thousands of SF State students.  Today, the existing parking garage at the Daly 
City BART station has reached capacity and cannot be enlarged within the existing structure. A 
new ʻMʼ streetcar station combined with a new parking garage alongside the BART station, in 
an intermodal fashion, could be paid for with proper assessment of transit fees of Stonestownʼs 
future development, with SFSU-CSUʼs increased enrollment fees and the Parkmerced donation 
to transit infrastructure

SUMMARY:
For Parkmerced, the largest affordable community in San Francisco, to be gentrified a 
“commuter friendly” plan is required. Presently 8,000 residents will swell to 25,000, and most of 
the affordable housing will be gone. Parkmerced is recognized by these prestigious 
organizations as architecturally and historically significant: National Trust for Historic Preservation, 
the California Preservation Foundation, the San Francisco Architectural Heritage, the Cultural 
Landscape Foundation & the Northern Chapter of the Historic Landscape Survey. The 
developer calls Parkmerced blighted while ignoring routine maintenance. The architect, 
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill LLP (SOM), presents its own Parkmerced Vision Plan, with 
transportation improvements3, new retail opportunities, and a new grocery store (one already 
exists). We think their research did not go far enough. 
See the following URL:  3

1. http://www.westsideobserver.com/2012/Parkmerced.html 
2. http://community.cccyo.org/Page.aspx?pid=590
3. https://www.som.com/project/parkmerced-vision-plan
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